
Complete each sentence with the comparative or superlative form of an

appropriate adjective from the box.

easy

old peaceful

safe

powerful

fastbright

cold busy

quick

6)

It is to walk than to drive a car in Times Square.

Sirius is the                                            star in the night sky.2)

The weather in Lansdale today is                                             than yesterday.5)

The dorm is the                                              place for students to stay in the campus.8)

The cheetah is the animal in the world.9)

I am the                                            daughter in the family.3)

Iceland is the                                            country in the world.4)

It is                                             to eat chicken steak than to cook it.7)

An emperor is                                            than a king.1)

10)

Joe is than Mark this morning.
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Complete each sentence with the comparative or superlative form of an

appropriate adjective from the box.

easy

old peaceful

safe

powerful

fastbright

cold busy

quick

6)

It is to walk than to drive a car in Times Square.quicker

Sirius is the                                            star in the night sky.2) brightest

The weather in Lansdale today is                                             than yesterday.5) colder

The dorm is the                                              place for students to stay in the campus.8) safest

The cheetah is the animal in the world.9) fastest

I am the                                            daughter in the family.3) eldest

Iceland is the                                            country in the world.4) most peaceful

It is                                             to eat chicken steak than to cook it.7) easier

An emperor is                                            than a king.1) more powerful

10)

Joe is than Mark this morning.busier
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